THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ACTIVITY OF THE PEOPLE'S LIBERATION COMMITTEE OF THE DISTRICT OF NAŠICE IN 1944 AND 1945

The documents of the political and economic activity of the People's Liberation Committee of the District of Našice are not completely preserved. Still with the help of the existing documents it is possible to carry out a fragmentary analysis of the last two years of the war. It is evident that this activity was intensive and manifold. The contents of the documents reflect also the revolutionary character of the authority as well as the activity of the various committees. In most of the sources the revolutionary enthusiasm was always present and the great confidence in the final victory manifested itself in the preparations to establish the new authority in the occupied regions.

The District Committee Našice had to carry out important political and economic functions in the year 1944 and in the first months of 1945, whereas its departments had their own special tasks. One can notice by the documents that there existed a communication between the District Committee of Našice and the party and fascist organisations which on the district territory represented the political unity of the people during the National Liberation Struggle. This mutual collaboration was permeating all their actions.